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SUMMARY
Under contract,DEN 3-60 sponsoredby the Departmentof Energy (DOE) and
managed by NASA Lewis ResearchCenter,the phase I functionalmodel silicon
controlledrectifier(SCR) ac motor controllerwas developedby Gould Labora-
I
w tories of Gould, Incorporated. This controllerwas developedto demonstrate
the use of state-of-the-artpower SCR semiconductorsand a microprocessor-
based logic and controlsystem in an ac motor controllerfor electricvehicle
propulsionsystems. The controllerand its steady state characteristicsare
describedin the contractor'sreport DOE/NASA/O060-82/l,NASA-CR-167919. This
report complementsthe contractor'sreportand discussesthe resultsof dynamic
and steady state tests of this controlleron the Lewis road load simulator.
The dynamictests were performedunder simulatedvehicledrivingcondi-
tions in accordancewith the Societyof AutomotiveEngineerstest procedure
J227a (SAE-J227a)drivingcycle schedules. Road loadingwas adjustedto simu-
late a vehicleweight of 1567 kg (3456 Ib), rollingtire radius of 0.267 m
(0.875ft), and zero grade on a smooth road. Tests were run in fixed overall
gear ratios of 8.22:1 and 19.68:1. Steady state tests for motoring,regenera-
ting, and thermaldata were run by operatingthe road load simulatoras a con-
ventionaldynamometer.
Test resultsverifythe feasibilityof ac motor controllerswith state-
of-the-artpower SCR semiconductorsand microprocessor-basedlogic and control
circuits. They also show that the functionalmodel controllerhas the power
capabilityto meet the SAE-J227aschedule D drivingcycle requirementsand
acceleratea vehicleto a cruise speed of 88.5 km/hr (55 mph). Its regenera-
tion capabilitywill reducethe energy requirementsof electricvehiclesby
returningbrakingenergy to the battery. The combinedmotor controllereffi-
ciency during the cruise regionof the D cycle is 72 percent;efficiencyof the
power inverterfor this same region is 89 percent. Observed improvementsin
scheduleB drivingcycle performancein a higheroverallgear ratio of 19.68:1
may be applicableto scheduleD drivingcycle performanceby the use of a two-
speed transmission. Sincemost electricvehiclepropulsionsystemsto date
have used dc motors and controllers,the dynamicand steady state test results
. provide a data base for furtherdevelopmentof ac motor controllersand pro-
pulsion systems.
A phase II engineeringmodel of this controllerdevelopedby Gould under
contract DEN 3-249 upratesthe power for dieselequivalentvehicleperformance
and incorporatesintegralonboardbattery-chargingcapability. The inverter
module package is redesignedfor smallervolume,lower weight,and improved
thermalmanagement. Improvedcomponentsare used in the commutationcircuits.
INTRODUCTION
The road load simulator (RLS) is a unique facility at NASALewis Research
Center that facilitates dynamic testing of components and complete propulsion
systems for electric vehicles (ref. I). It enables the application of road
loads normally experienced in a vehicle to a propulsion system so that an in-
vestigation and evaluation of a component's performance and interaction with
the system under dynamic driving conditions can be made. This facility was
used to test the phase I functional model silicon controlled rectifier ac motor
controller and its load motor. This report, therefore, is a test report that
presents and discusses the effects of dynamic testing on the internal parame-
ters of the dc power source, the controller, and load motor considered as a
subsystem of the overall propulsion system. These data are significant to fu-
ture continuing development of ac propulsion systems since, prior to this time,
most electric vehicles used dc motors and dc controllers for their propulsion
systems.
The phase I functional model SCRac motor controller was developed by
Gould Laboratories under contract DEN3-60 sponsored by the Department of En-
ergy (DOE). This contract was initiated by Lewis in 1979 and represents, in
part, NASA's support to the DOEElectric and Hybrid Vehicle program. The pur-
pose of this contract was to demonstrate the feasibility of and develop the
technology For an ac motor controller using low-cost, state-of-the-art power
SCR semiconductors with microprocessor-based logic and control circuits. The
load motor for the controller is a conventional ac induction motor. The re-
sulting functional model controller is described ir_ the final report (DOE/NASA/
0060-82/I, NASA-CR-167919, (ref. 2)). This test report presents additional
data and complements the contractor's report.
Results for RLS tests in accordance with the Society of Automotive Engi-
neers test procedure J227a (SAE-J227a) driving cycle schedules are presented
and discussed. Emphasis is placed on the schedule D driving cycle and vehicle
acceleration to a speed of 88.5 km/hr (55 mph) since the controller design was
based on achieving these performance characteristics. Results for schedules B
and C driving cycles are also included. Results of thermal tests under two
different operating modes of the controller are presented, and steady state
test results for motoring and regeneration operating modes of the controller
and motor are presented in appendixes B, C, and D. Steady state tests were run
by operating the RLS as a conventional dynamometer. Appendix A defines the B,
C, and D driving cycle schedules and the road loading for the _ynamic tests.
Brief descriptions of controller circuits, motor, test layout and procedures,
and instrumentation are included. Operational test problems experienced in the
test program are described. Concluding remarks are based on results obtained.
A description of the phase II follow-on engineering model of the controller is
also included. The primary units in this report are of the International Sys-
tem of Units (SI); corresponding conventional units are given in parentheses
and as separate axes for curves and graphs.
CONTROLLERMOTORSYSTEM
System Concept
The concept for the functional model controller and motor system uses a
dc-to-three-phase inverter to power a conventional three-phase squirrel cage
inductionmotor. The motor is modifiedfor high-speedoperationin conjunction
with a fixed ratio transmissionfor the propulsionsystem. The inverterprodu-
ces three-phasepower at variablevoltageand frequencyto providethe motor
speed and torque demandsover the motor'soperatingranges. The controlstrat-
egy is a standardmotor slip controltechniquewith motor voltagecontrolfor
constantair gap magneticflux (V/Hz)operationof the motor. The motor slip
' frequencyis proportionalto the torque demand from the motor, and the motor's
rotor speed is fed back to logic circuitsby an opticaltachometermountedon
, the motor shaft. The two frequenciesare summed to determinethe excitation
frequencyappliedto the motor and its resultingsynchronousspeed. Motor
voltage is controlledby pulse width modulation(PWM) of the dc source voltage
in the constanttorque region of operationfor motor speeds from zero to the
base speed of the motor. At highermotor speedsthe voltageappliedto the
motors is a variablefrequencyquasi-squarewave of constantamplitudedeter-
mined by the batteryvoltage. This region of operationresultsin a constant
horsepowermode of operationat decreasingmotor air gap magnetic flux. Motor
slip is positivefor motoringoperationand is negativefor regenerationduring
brakingoperation. A negativemotor slip is producedby decreasingthe motor
excitationfrequencybelow the motor rotor'srotationalfrequency.
InverterPower Design Considerations
The inverterpower stage was designedto a power capabilityfor a 1587-kg
(3500-Ib)vehicleto meet the SAE-J227ascheduleD drivingcycle requirements
and for a cruisingspeed of 88.5 km/hr (55mph). Direct currentpower is to
be obtainedfrom a batterypack consistingof 20 conventionallead-acid6-V
batterymodules. The 20 modules are seriesconnectedfor a nominaldc oper-
ating voltageof 120 V.
A fixed ratio transmissionwith an overallgear ratio of 9.8:1 was inten-
ded for the propulsionsystem using this motor and controllerand was consid-
ered in the design of the power inverter. Additiona_vehicl9parametersthat
were consideredare a vehiclefrontal area of 1.86m_ (20 ft_), 0.33-m (13-in.)
diameterwheels, and an aerodynamicdrag coefficientof 0.30.
ComponentDescriptions
Brief descriptionsof the inverter,controlcircuits,and load motor will
be given since completedescriptionsare presentedin the final report (NASA-
CR-167glg).
Power inverter.- The schematiccircuitdiagramof the power inverteris
shown in figure I. This is a conventionalthree-phasebridge circuitconsist-
ing of power SCR semiconductorsSCRI to SCR6 and power reactivediodes Dl to
D6. The reactivediodes providecurrentpaths for continuityin the flow of
reactivemotor currentsand also for the transferof brakingenergy to the bat-
tery during regenerationoperationof the motor and vehiclebraking. The in-
verter circuituses bus commutationto commutatethe bridge SCRs. The positive
bus SCRs (SCRI,SCR3, SCR5) are commutatedoff togetherby gating and firing
SCR7, and the negativebus SCRs (SCR2,SCR4, SCR6) are commutatedby SCRS. Ex-
cess commutationenergy is recoveredand returnedto the batterythroughauxil-
iary windingsTIC and T2C on the commutationtransformersand SCR9 and SCRIO.
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The inverter provides the three-phase power at variable voltage andfre-
quency to operate the motor over its speed and torque ranges. The inverter
produces a PWMmotor voltage for constant V/Hz and constant torque operation
of the motor, and a quasi-square wave motor voltage at high motor speeds for
constant horsepower motor operation.
m
Control circuits. - The inverter operation and switching are directed by a
control strategy that uses both slip frequency and motor air gap magnetic flux
control. Two control loop circuits, a frequency loop and a voltage loop, under
the supervision of a Motorola 6802 microprocessor and appropriate algorithms,
implement this strategy. In the frequency loop, the slip frequency is added
to the rotor rotational frequency which is fed back by the optical tachometer.
The sum of these two frequency signals determines the excitation frequency ap-
plied to the motor. The summation is made in a phase-lock-loop circuit. The
phase-lock-loop technique is used for accuracy and stability considerations be-
cause the summation involves a low slip frequency and a much higher rotor
frequency.
The voltage loop produces the PWMgating signals required for constant air
gap magnetic flux operation of the motor and also those for motor operation
with quasi-square wave voltages. The sine-triangl_ technique is used to gen-
erate the PWMsignals. In its basic form this teci]nique compares a sine wave
signal with a triangular wave form signal at the ir_put of a voltage level de-
tector. The output from the detector changes its _tate when the magnitudes of
the two input signals are equal, that is, intersect each other, lhe technique
is ill'ustrated in figure 2 for triangle/sine frequency ratios of 9:1 and 27:1.
The resulting output from the detector is the square wave pulse train shown as
motor voltage. The fundamental frequency of the motor voltage waveform is the
frequency of the sine wave for both ratios shown.
The Gould controller uses high pulsing rates of PWMat low motor speed to
minimize harmonic motor currents and pulsating torques. The pulse rate is '
changed by changing the frequency of the triangular waveform signal as illus-
trated in figure 2 for the two triangle/sine frequency ratios, In this con-
troller the pulse rate is changed in discrete triangle/sine ratios of 81:1,
63:1, 45:1, and 27:1 over a motor speed range from 0 to 86.4 rad/sec (825 rpm).
For higher motor speeds extending to the transition from PWMto quasi-square
wave operation the triangle/sine ratio is fixed at 9:1. Photographs of sine,
triangle, and PWMwaveforms from the functional model voltage loop circuit for
three motor speeds are shown in figure 3.
The magnitudes of the sine and triangle signals are determined by algo-
rithms in the microprocessor circuit. For quasi-square wave motor voltage op-
eration the magnitudes are increased to saturate the level detector. The volt-
age waveform then is a quasi-square wave of constant amplitude but of variable
frequency determined by the frequency of the reference sine wave. Photographs
of this waveform are shown in figure 57 of appendix B at motor speeds of 4316
and 4995 rpm. Notches in the waveform result from bus commutation of the in-
verter SCRs. The series of photographs of motor voltage and current in this
figure illustrate that the transition from PWMto quasi-square wave operation
is not an abrupt transition but takes place over a wide range of motor speed.
In addition to the loop control functions described, the microprocessor
also performs the tasks of logic sequencing, thermal protection of power com-
ponents, and interlocking against damaging commands.
Motor. - The motor selectedas a motor load for the functionalmodel con-
troller is a standard line Gould E+ motor. It is a three-phase,four-pole,
cast aluminum squirrelcage inductionmotor. The NationalElectricalManufac-
turers Association(NEMA)frame designationis 215 totallyenclosedand non-
ventilated (TENV). The nominalhorsepowerrating is lO hp at 230 V and 60 Hz.
The motor was modifiedto operateover a speed range of 0 to 838 rad/sec (8000
' rpm). Modificationsconsistedof replacingthe bearingswith class C clearance
bearings,removingthe rotor coolingfins, balancingthe rotor for high speed,
and rewindingthe motor for 36 V at 60 Hz.
Fabricatedcomponents.- The componentsfabricatedfor the functional
model controllerand motor system are shown in the photographin figure 4.
This photographshows the motor, inverter,and controlmodule. The small box
atop the controlmodule contains a switch to simulatethe forward-neutral-
reversedirectionalselectorof a vehicleand potentiometersto simulatethe
acceleratorand brake pedals. Figure 5 is a photographof the inverterand
controlmoduleswith their covers removed.
Test Layout, Instrumentation,and Procedures
Layout. - A sketchof the generaltest layout is shown in figure 6. An
availabletransaxlewith suitablegear ratios was used for motor speed reduc-
tion for compatibilitywith the RLS input speed requirements. The transaxle
from the Eaton Corporationac propulsionsystem (refs.3 and 4) Was used for
this purpose. The motor and transaxleare coupledto the RLS throughthe input
gearboxas shown. Road load is provided by the hydroviscousabsorber,and ve-
hicle inertia is simulatedby the inertiawheels of the RLS. Transducersmeas-
ure motor output torque and speed and transaxleoutput torque and speed applied
to the RLS. The motor and controllerinvertermodule are cooled by forced air
blowers. The coolingfixturefor the inverteris wedge-shapedto direct the
air flow over the rear-mountedcommutationtransformers. A vent was fabricated
in the invertermodule front cover to exhaustthe internalfan circulatedair
flow.
Directcurrentpower was obtainedfrom eitherthe 120-V batterypack or
the batterysimulatorsupply by a selectorswitch. The simulatorsupply is a
dcmotor generatorset with a large output filtercapacitorbank. It provides
a variabledc output voltageand circumventsthe problemsof state-of-charge,
temperature,dischargerates,and rechargingnormallyexperiencedwith batter-
ies. The instrumentswere mounted in an instrumentrack and the test data
were collectedand processedby the Lewis data system. Tests were controlled
from the adjoiningcontrolroom which also containedlocal monitors and
instrumentreadouts.
Photographsof the actual layoutare shown in figures 7 and 8. Figure 7
is a photographof the input to the RLS showingthe test controllerat the
. right. Figure 8 is a closeupview showingthe motor and transaxlecouplingto
the RLS.
Instrumentation.- A sketchof the instrumentationis shown in figure 9.
The instrumentlist in table I definesthe test parametersmeasured,identifies
the instrumentsused, and gives the respectivescale ranges. The symbolcolumn
identifiesthe parametersas they are processedby the data system.
Motor and battery currents are sensed by coaxial current shunts, and pre-
cision wattmeters measure dc and ac motor power. The three-wattmeter method
was used to measure the three-phase motor input power• The wattmeters are
high-rate sampling instruments and determine the average power over the samp-
ling interval• Currents and voltages are measured by rms reading digital in-
struments. Torque and speed are measured by transformer coupled torque trans-
ducers; separate data processors for these units also produce a readout of
mechanical power in kilowatts• Slip frequency and motor excitation frequencies
are sensed in the logic circuitry of the controller• Fibre optic devices iso-
late and transmit these measurements for processing and readout. Standard
thermocouples are installed within the inverter power module for temperature
measurements and the motor came equipped with three thermocouples installed
within the motor windings. All instruments used are rated for an accuracy of
1 percent.
Data system• Lewis's ESCORTsystem was used for data acquisition• This
is a high-speed sampling system that records raw data on tape and has limited
computational capability for local display and monitoring of selected processed
data. The recorded data is transmitted to an IBM 370 computer for complete
processing. It is batch processed and then stored in a data base where it can
be utilized in different forms. The computer-plotted curves in this report
were plotted from such a data base.
Test Procedures
Dynamic tests• - The dynamic tests were run in accordance with the SAE-
J227a, schedules B, C, and D driving cycles• These schedules are shown in ap-
pendix A. The road load was set to comply with the gear ratios of the Eaton
transaxle and with the same vehicle characteristics that were used to test the
Eaton propulsion system• These vehicle characteristics are as follows with
gear ratios of 8•22:1 and 19.68:1•
Weight, kg (Ib) ....................... 1567 (3456)
Aerodynamic drag coefficient (Cd) .................. 0.46
Frontal area (A), m2 (ft 2) .................... 1.82 (19.6)
Tire radius, m (in.) ................... 0.267 (10.5)
Tire rolling resistance per unit of vehicle weight,
kg/kg (Ib/Ib) ........................ 0•0095 (0.0095)
The road load for these conditions and vehicle speeds up to 88.5 km/hr (55 mph)
are shown in figures 53 to 55 in appendix A. This loading was held constant
for all driving cycle testing.
Since vehicle braking is a total vehicle system consideration and was not
addressed in this first functional model controller, it was necessary to exper-
imentally adjust the braking provided by the RLS to run the cycle tests. This
was done by running each driving cycle with an overall gear ratio of 8.22:1 and
adjusting the braking effort of the RLS to the braking interval requirements of
the cycles. Under these conditions the RLS is providing approximately 80 per-
cent of the required braking effort•
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The dynamic tests were run in each of the two-gear ratios with power from
the battery simulator supply and the 120-V battery pack. Data were recorded in
a continuous scanning mode for each test. An 8-channel Brush recorder moni-
tored critical parameters of each test.
Steady state tests. - Steady state tests were run by operating the RLS as
a conventional dynamometer in both constant speed and constant torque operating
modes. Direct current power was obtained from the 120-V battery pack and the
battery simulator supply. Tests were run in each of the two,gear ratios for
both motoring and regeneration operating modes of the motor. The regeneration
tests were run with the battery initially predischarged to a 40-percent state-
of-charge level. Each test point was recorded by I0 scans of the data system.
The 8-channel Brush recorder monitored each test.
TEST RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
The overall test results address the schedules B, C, and D driving cylces,
the effects of power supply characteristics and source voltage variations, ve-
hicle acceleration to 88.5 km/hr (55 mph), a comparison of performance in the
two overall gear ratios, and thermal performance of the controller and motor.
The results will be presented in accordance with the driving cycles that were
used for the separate tests, and the discussions will address separate regions
of the cylces (i.e., acceleration, cruise, and braking). Efficiency, energy,
and stability characteristics will be discussed for various regions.
Schedule D Cycle Performance
The performance of the functional model controller and load motor as de-
termined by RLS tests to SAE-J227a schedule D driving cycle requirements is
shown by the series of curves in figures I0 to 25. Tests for these data were
run in the 8.22:1 overall gear ratio, and the dc power was obtained from the
battery simulator supply.
Propulsion system speed response. - The propulsion system's speed response
to a commandfor the schedule D cycle is shown in figure I0. The system in-
cludes the controller, load motor, and the transaxle. The curve is a two-axis
recording of measured transaxle output shaft speed as a function of time. The
axis is presented as vehicle speed in mph and is determined from the measured
speed and rolling radius of the tires. The adjacent Y-axis scale of motor
speed in rpm is included for reference, and the actual measured motor speed
for this same cycle is shown in the computer-plotted curve in figure II.
With the exception of the acceleration region, the response curve in fig-
ure I0 follows the commandedresponse very closely in the cruise, coast, and
brake regions of the D cycle. The acceleration region and the oscillation
shown at the completion of the brake region will be discussed in subsequent?
sections of the D cycle performance. The zero offset of the response curve in
figure I0 is due in part to clutch slippage in the transaxle since vehicle
speed is measured at the transaxle output shaft. Additional zero offset delays
result from logic sequence functions in the controller and the time required
to establish a breakaway torque in the motor. The zero offset for the curve
in figure II does not include clutch Slippage because the ordinate is the meas-
ured motor shaft speed. This offset, however, includes the logic sequencing
and breakaway torque delays. It also includes a delay due to the graphics plot
routine which contains a minimum plotting threshold level.
Acceleration region. - Neglecting zero offset, the acceleration times for
the response curves in figures I0 and II are approximately 32 sec and deviate
from the 28-sec commandedacceleration. Deviation results largely from the in-
flections in the middle of the response curves. These inflections are approxi-
mately 3 to 4 sec _n width (corresponding to the deviation) and are traceable
to the dips in motor torque, current, and shaft power characteristics shown in J
figures 12, 13, and 16, respectively. The current limiting of the battery cur-
rent at a level of 330 A (fig. 14) is also contributing to the acceleration
time by limiting the motor shaft power to 38.5 hp during the latter stages of
the acceleration region. The calculated horsepower requirement for constant
acceleration of 0.72 m/sec 2 (2.36 ft/sec 2) to the cruise speed is 39.5 hp. The
curves of battery current and battery power (figs. 14 and 15) follow the motor
curves during the acceleration region. The motor frequency curve for the cycle
is shown in figure 18. Frequency is linearly proportional to motor speed.
Dips in the motor torque, current, and power characteristics are peculiar
to not only the dynamic performance but are also evident in the steady state
motoring and regenerative operating mode characteristics shown in appendixes
B, C, and D. The dips occur over a motor speed range which coincides with the
PWMto quasi-square wave transition region of the controller. This range ex-
tends from approximately 262 to 471 rad/sec (2500 to 4500 rpm). Typical cur-
rent and voltage waveforms illustrating this transition are shown in figure 57
of appendix B.
The contractor has reported similar dips in his peak torque and power data
(ref 2). His explanation is that in the transition region the voltage requests
for the motor are modified by interactions of the PWMalgorithm and the SCR
commutation logic so that the fundamental component of motor voltage changes.
The slip frequency and motor voltage curves in figures 17 and 19 tend to con-
firm this explanation; the slip frequency is constant at 3 Hz indicating a com-
mand for constant torque for acceleration, but the voltage curve levels off
abruptly in the transition region (fig. 19).
The speed control loop for the RLS tests was closed by feedback of motor
speed. The curve in figure I0, however, is for the total propulsion system
response and includes transaxle and gearing characteristics. In a practical
vehicle system the loop is closed by the operator and the total system response
is under his control. Providing the power capability is adequate, the operator
can compensate for factors impeding response (i.e., inflections, hesitations)
by further depressing the accelerating pedal, thereby increasing the error
signal to the controller. It will be shown in a subsequent section that this
functional model controller has the power capability to meet the schedule D |
acceleration requirement so that the significance of the observed inflections
relative to acceleration is questionable and can be compensated for by an
operator.
Brakin_ region. - The division of braking between electrical regenerative
braking and mechanical brakes is a total vehicle system problem and was not
addressed for the functional model controller. The braking performance shown
in the cycle D performance curve (fig. I0) is due mainly to the RLS and, there-
fore, is not representative of the controller's regenerative braking capabil-
ity. The steady state regeneration mode curves in appendix D, however, show
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that the functional system will provide regenerative braking down to vehicle
speed of 12.9 km/hr (8 mph). The shape of a required braking characteristic
with mechanical brake blending for a given vehicle is dependent to a large ex-
tent on the peak power capabilities of both motor and controller and the peak
current capabilities of the power semiconductors.
Stability. - The schedule D cycle tests show a low-magnitude, low-
frequency, motor shaft oscillation at the end of the braking period and essen-
tially at zero vehicle speed (fig. I0). This oscillation is believed to be
caused by a phase shift and gain adjustments in the phase-lock loop of the
frequency control circuit. Circuit corrections can be made to eliminate or
reduce the oscillations to a minimal tolerable level.
Cruise Region Performance
The cruise region of the schedule D driving cycle is a constant vehicle
speed of 72.4 km/hr (45 mph) for a 50-sec time interval. This region corre-
sponds to steady state operation of the motor and controller at a constant
motor speed of 620 rad/sec (5921 rpm) and constant motor load torque of 11.5
Nm (102 in-lb). The characteristics to be discussed for this cruise region are
motor and controller efficiency (individually and combined), energy require-
ments for the acceleration and cruise regions, and the effects of dc supply
voltage variations.
Efficiency. -The efficiency curves for the motor and controller together
as a system and individually are shown in figures 20 to 22. The efficiencies
are 72 percent for the motor controller system, 81 percent for the motor, and
89 percent for the power inverter of the controller. These efficiencies are
in reasonable agreement with the contractor's reported steady state results
for the same speed and torque conditions.
At this cruise condition the controller is operating in the quasi-square
wave mode with minimum commutations per cycle and minimum commutation losses.
The motor is also operating at a more favorable operating point where losses
due to harmonics and magnetic core losses are lower than for PWMoperation.
E_. - Energy required for the acceleration and cruise regions of the
driving cycle was determined by integrating the instantaneousbattery power
over these time intervals. Integration was performed by the data processing
system from battery power wattmeter readings, The energy curve in figure 23
shows the energy requirement to be 1.12 MJ (0.31 kWh). Implementation of brake
blending in a vehicle application to utilize the regenerative braking capabil-
ity of the controller and motor system will reduce the energy requirements per
cycle by returning some of the vehicle kinetic energy to the battery.
Supply voltage variations. - The nominal battery voltage for the func-
tional controller is 120 V dc. Schedule D cycle tests with battery simulator
" supply voltages of II0 and 105 V were run to determine the effects on motor
speed and motor controller system efficiency. The curves in figures 24 and 25
show a 1.5-percent reduction in motor speed for the cruise region and a
2-percent reduction in motor controller efficiency for the same region. The
acceleration characteristic is not significantly affected by the lower volt-
ages. The effects observed are considered to be reasonable.
MaximumAccelerationto 88.5 km/hr (55 mph)
This test was run to determinethe propulsionsystem'smaximum accelera-
tion to a vehiclespeed of 88.5 km/hr (55 mph) and the performanceof key sys-
tem parametersfor this condition. The transaxlewas set to the 8.22:1 overall
gear ratio and the batterysimulatorpower supplywas used. Test resultsare
shown in the series of curves in figures26 to 31.
Accelerationperformance.- The motor speed response is shown in fig-
ure 26. Motor speed correspondingto 88.5 km/hr (55 mph) in this gear ratio
is 759 rad/sec (7250 rpm) and the accelerationt_me to this speed is 44.3 sec.
This gives an averageaccelerationof 0.55 m/secZ (I.24mph/sec)for the time
interval. The maximum acceleration,however,during the first quarterof the
intervalis 1.34 m/sec2 (3 mph/sec).This initialaccelerationis not sus-
tained due to motor current limitingto 325 A as shown in figure 27. Current
limitingin this controlleris implementedin the frequencycircuitsby con-
trolling slip frequency. Figure 28 shows that the slip frequencyis held at
5.2 Hz to limit the motor current.
Other key parametersfrom figures 29 and 30 are that the maximumdeveloped
motor torque is 87.6 Nm (775 in-ID) and the maximummotor shaft power is 39.5
hp. These magnitudesapproachthe maximum levelsof lOl Nm and 42.2 hp at a
motor speed of 315 rad/sec (3008rpm) reportedby Gould but indicatethere is
some reservefor accelerationto an even higher vehiclespeed. A top vehicle
speed of 96.5 km/hr (60 mph) is a design goal for this controller.
The motor which has a nominalratingof lO hp can developthe short term
peak torque and horsepowerdemands (in repeatedtesting)with no adverseef-
fects. The maximum batteryand motor currentsshown in figures27 and 31 are
on the order of 325 and 350 A, respectively. (Motorcurrent is current limited
and these are rms currentvalues.) The power SCRs in the controllerare rated
for a continuouscurrentof 250 A, rms. The SCRs also providethe short term
maximumcurrentdemandswith no adverseeffects.
Correlationwith scheduleD Acceleration.- The summarystatementof the
sectionon scheduleD accelerationstated that in a systemwith adequate power
capability,impedanceto a desiredresponsecould be compensatedfor to a lim-
ited extent by the operator. The motor speed responsecurve in figure 26 and
the motor shaft power curve in figure 30 tend to confirmthis statement. Fig-
ure 26 shows that the motor acceleratesthe systemto the scheduleD require-
ments (45 mph in 28 sec); a motor speed of 620 rad/sec (5920 rpm) corresponds
to a vehiclespeed of 72.4 km/hr (45 mph); and figure 30 shows that the peak
motor power (currentlimited)for this accelerationis 39.5 hp. The calculated
motor power requiredfor linearaccelerationof the test vehicleto the sched-
ule D requirementis also 39.5 hp.
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COMPARISONOF POWER SOURCES
The schedule D cycle was run with power from the batteryand the battery
simulatorsuppliesto discernany major differencesin performancedue to the
power supplies. Figures32 and 33 show no major differencesin motor speed
responseor inverterefficiency,but the accelerationtime to cruise speed is
slightly longer for the batterysupply. The largesteffect is the drop in
batteryterminalvoltagedue to its internalimpedanceas shown in figure 34.
lO
The batterysimulatoris a stiff, low impedancesupply and maintains120 V for
nearly the entire cycle. The batterysupply,however,shows a 30-V droop from
its no load terminalvoltagein the accelerationperiod and a 12-V droop dur-
ing the cruise part of the cycle. The batterysupply'sinternalimpedance,de-
terminedfrom the voltageas a functionof currentcharacteristiccurve in
• figure 35, is O.lO ohm. The voltagecharacteristicof the batterysupply is
reflectedin the appliedmotor voltageas shown in figure 36, and this in turn
impactsmotor output power during accelerationas shown in figure 37. The re-
duced peak motor power with the batterysupply accountsfor the longer accel-
erationtime shown in figure 32.
Comparisonof ScheduleB, C, and D DrivingCycles
Althoughthe functionalmodel controllerwas designedto scheduleD driv-
ing cycle requirements,the propulsionsystemwas also tested to the schedule
B and C drivingcyclesmainly for additionalperformanceinformation. The
tests were run in the 8.22:1overallgear ratio and dc power was obtainedfrom
the batterysimulatorsupply.
The motor speed responsecurves for the three drivingcycle schedulesare
shown in figure 38. Comparisonsof motor torque,batterycurrent, and motor
power are shown in figures39, 40, and 41, respectively. The efficiencycurves
in figure 42 show a higherefficiencyfor scheduleC cycle operationthan for
the scheduleB cycle. The factorscontributingto a higher C cycle efficiency
are a higher operatingpower level and controllerand motor operationwith
nearly quasi-squarewave voltagewaveformsat the highermotor speed. The
controllerand motor operate in the PWM mode throughoutthe entire scheduleB
cycle in this gear ratio. The above efficiencycurves tend to verify that the
functionalmodel controllerwas designedto performto the scheduleD cycle.
Effectsof Gear Ratioson Schedule B Cycle Performance
The propulsionsystem was operatedover the scheduleB drivingcycle with
the transaxlefixed for an overallgear ratio of 19.68:1. The B cycle perform-
ance curves for an overallgear ratio of 8.22:1 are includedin the following
set of curves for comparativepurposes.
The motor speed responsecurve in figure43 shows that motor speed is 659
rad/sec (6297 rpm) in the cruise region of the cycle in this gear ratio. The
largertorque multiplicationof the higher gear ratio reducespeak motor torque
requirementsfor accelerationby a factor of approximately1.9 (fig. 44) and
also reducesthe correspondingpeak motor currentby a factor of approximately
1.7 (fig. 45). In the 19.68:1overallgear ratio the motor currentreachesthe
' current limit of 325 A set for the controller. The advantagesprovided by the
19.68:1overallgear ratio for scheduleB cycle operationare that the con-
troller passes throughthe higher loss PWM operatingregionquicklyduring
accelerationand operates in the lower loss quasi-squarewave operatingmode
during the cruise region of the cycle. This resultsin a substantialdecrease
in batterypower (fig.46) with a correspondingincreasein motor controller
efficiency (fig.47). This result suggeststhat it may be desirableto use a
two-speedtransmissionfor scheduleD cycle operationto increaseefficiency
and improveon overallperformance.
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ThermalTests
Thermal tests were performedto measurepower invertermodule and motor
temperaturesfor both PWM and quasi-squarewave operatingmodes. Motor loading
was kept constantat 15 hp for both tests. Motor speed was kept constant at
262 rad/sec (2500 rpm) for PWM operationand at 628 rad/sec (6000 rpm) for
quasi-squarewave operation. The road load simulatorwas operated as a con-
ventionaldynamometerfor the thermal tests. Test resultsare shown in figures
48 and 49.
PWM operatingmode. - The thermal curves in figure 48 show rapid tempera-
ture rises for the commutatingcapacitor,invertermodule internalambient,and
the motor windings. The operatingtime prior to shutdownby the thermalpro-
tectioncircuitwas 13 min. This resultwas expectedfor PWM operationbecause
commutationlossesare high and the motor current is also high at this speed
for the high motor load.
quasi-squarewave operatingmode. - The thermalcurves in figure 49 for
quasi-squarewave operationshow considerablylower temperaturesfor the com-
mutating capacitorand inverterinternalambient. These temperaturesresult
from lower commutationlosses and lower motor current at the same load but
higher motor speed.
The motor winding temperatureshows a constantrate of temperaturerise
for the first 25 min of the test and then the rate begins to taper and decrease
for the remainderof the test. The motor windingtemperaturestabilizesat a
temperatureof llO° C in l hr for this load and speed condition.
OperationalTest Problems
The problemsencounteredin the test programwere of the nuisancetypes.
Two are temperature-relatedand anotheris the audio noise of the controller.
One temperatureproblemresultsfrom the tachometerand the other from the
commutationcircuitcomponents. The audio noise resultsfrom the laminated
core in the commutationtransformer.
Tachometer. The tachometeris an opticaldevicewith the encodermounted
to the motor end bell and the slotteddisc mounteddirectlyon the motor shaft.
The semiconductorsin the encoder are rated for a temperatureof only 50° C
which is the sourceof the problem. Motor heat conductedthroughthe motor
frame and shaft causes the encoderto skip speed feedbackpulses. This creates
a false negative slip regenerativebrakingconditionthat produced instability
in motor torque and would blow the main bus fuses.
Commutationcircuitcomponents.- The thermalprotectioncircuit in the
controller is activatedby temperaturessensedat variouscomponentsof the
commutationcircuit. Operatingtest time for PWM testingwas limitedby the
fast rise in componenttemperaturesin the PWM operatingmode. A temperature
shutdownrequireda waiting periodfor componenttemperaturesto cool below the
trip point, and the controllerrequiredmanual restartof the logic to resume
testing.
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Audio noise. - Audio noise, due mainly to the commutationtransformer
core, was presentthroughouttesting. The noise level requiredthe use of ear
protectors.
Phase II - Follow-OnDesign
In a phase II follow-onprogramto redesignthe functionalmodel to an
upratedengineeringmodel controller,the power ratingwas increasedapproxi-
mately 50 percentfor diesel equivalentvehicleperformancerequirements,and
the power circuitrywas reconfiguredto also functionas an onboard,integral
batterycharger. The invertermodule packagewas redesignedfor smallervol-
ume, lighterweight,and better thermalmanagement. The use of hockey-puck
type SCRs enabledthis redesign. Improvedcomponentswere used to circumvent
theproblems discussedas test problems. These include150° C rated semicon-
ductors in the opticalspeed encoder, low-losspolypropylenecapacitorsin the
commutationcircuit,and powderedpermalloymagneticcores for the commutation
transformers. The logic and controlcircuitswere redesignedbut only to the
extent necessaryto control and manage the battery-chargingfunction. The en-
gineeringmodel is describedin the contractor'sfinal report DOE/NASA/0249-
83/I, NASA-CR-168177.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
Road load simulatortestingof the Gould phase I functionalmodel con-
trollerdemonstratedthe feasibilityof ac motor controllerswith state-of-the-
art power SCR semiconductorsand microprocessor-basedlogic and controlcir-
cuits for electricvehiclepropulsionsystems. The dynamictest resultsshow
that this controllerhas the capabilityto meet the SAE-J227ascheduleD driv-
ing cycle requirementsfor a 1567-kg (3456-Ib)vehicleand to acceleratethe
vehicleto a cruising speed of 88.5 km/hr (55 mph). The regenerativebraking
capabilityof the controller (demonstratedin steady state tests)will facil-
itate reductionin energy per cycle requirementsfor vehiclesby returning
brakingenergy to the battery. The motor and controllercombinedefficiency
during the cruise regionof the scheduleD cycle is 72 percent and the effi-
ciency of the inverteris 89 percent. These measurementsare in agreement
with the contractor'sreporteddata. The observedperformanceimprovementsfor
scheduleB drivingcycle tests with a higheroverallgear ratio of 19.68:1sug-
gests that a two-speedtransmissionmay be beneficialfor the scheduleD and
other drivingcycle schedules, A phase II programfor an engineeringmodel of
the functionalmodel controllerupratesthe power level for the higher power
diesel equivalentperformancerequirementsand incorporatesan onboardbattery
chargerwithin the existingcircuitry. The invertermodule is redesignedfor
smallersize, lower weight, and improvedthermalmanagement. Improvedcommu-
tation circuitcomponentsand tachometerare used to alleviatethermal and
audio noise problems.
The dynamictest resultspresentedin this reportprovidea base for fur-
ther developmentof ac motor controllersfor ac propulsionsystemsfor electric
vehicles. Further improvementsto alleviatethe characteristiclow-speedsta-
bilityproblemsof slip-controlledac systemsare desirable.
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APPENDIX A
SAE-J227aSCHEDULESB, C, AND D DRIVINGCYCLESAND ROAD LOAD
Drivin9 cycles.- The scheduleB, C, and D drivingcycles are presented
both in tabularand graphicalform: Figure 50 and table II define the sched-
ule D duringcycle; figure 51 and table Ill define the scheduleC driving
cycle; and figure 52 and table IV definethe scheduleB drivingcycle.
Road load. - The road load simulatorwas adjustedto providethe road
loadingfor a vehiclewith the followingcharacteristicsand operatingon alevel road:
Vehicleweight,kg (Ib) ...................... 1567 (3456)
Tire radius,m (ft) ...................... 0.267 (0.875)
Tire rollingresistance,kg/kg (Ib/Ib)of vehicleweight ........ 0.0095
Aerodynamicdrag coefficient(Cd) ................... 0.046
Frontal area, m2 (ft2) ...................... 1.82 (19.6)
Air density (P), kg/m3 (slug/ft3) .............. 1.226 (0.00238)
The road load torque providedby the RLS for vehiclespeeds up to 88.5 km/hr
(55 mph) is shown by the characteristicroad load curve in figure 53. The cor-
respondingroad load torque reflectedto the motor throughthe transaxleset
' for the overallgear ratio of 8.22:1 is shown in figure 54. The motor shaft
horsepowerrequiredfor the road loadingis shown in figure 55.
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APPENDIXB
STEADYSTATETESTRESULTS- CONSTANTORQUEMOTORINGMODE
Steady state testswere run at constant motor load torque by operating the
RLS as a conventional dynamometer. Torque loading was held constant by the RLS
torque control loop, motor speed was varied by means of the accelerator poten-
tiometer on the controller, and dc power was obtained from the battery simula-
tor supply,
Motor controller efficiency. - A composite set of curves of combined motor
controller system efficiency as a function of motor speed for a range of con-
stant torque loads is shown in figure 56. Torque loads ranged from 2.82 to
16.95 Nm (25 to 150 in-lb) for a dc supply of 120 V, and from 16.95 to 59.3 Nm
(150 to 525 in-lb) for a voltage of 132 V. Motor speed was varied from 0 to
785 rad/sec (7500 rpm). The curves show a predominant inflection at light
torque loading for a motor speed range from approximately 262 to 471 rad/sec
(2500 to 4500rpm). This speed range corresponds to the transition region de-
scribed in the report where the controller's operating mode changes from PWM
to quasi-square wave operation. The motor current and voltage waveform photo-
graphs in figure 57 illustrate this transition. The upper traces in the pho-
tographs are motor phase currents and the lower traces are motor line to line
voltages. At a motor speed of III rad/sec (1060 rpm) the operating mode is
PWMwith many commutations per cycle, and at 523 rad/sec (4995 rpm) the oper-
ation is quasi-square wave with only 2 turnoff commutations per half cycle.
The transition interval is approximately at the midpoint at 368 rad/sec (3514
rpm) and is nearly complete at 452 rad/sec (4316 rpm). Notches in the voltage
waveforms result from the bus commutation technique to switch the power SCR
semiconductors.
The results in figure 56 conform with the results reported by the con-
tractor in his final report, NASACR,167919. The inflections correlate with
the torque and power dips reported, and the efficiencies are in agreement with
the efficiency map.
Steady state characteristics at 34 Nm (300in-lb). - Steady state charac-
teristic curves of individual parameters for a constant motor load torque of
34 Nm (300 in-lb) and variable motor speed for a dc supply of 105 and 132 V are
shown in figures 58 to 64. These curves provide some detail of the magnitudes
of the individual parameters and the effects of the supply voltage. The fol-
lowing parameters are shown as a function of motor speed in figures 58 to 64:
inverter efficiency, motor efficiency, battery power, battery current, motor
voltage, motor current, and slip frequency.
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APPENDIXC
STEADYSTATETEST RESULTS CONSTANTSPEEDMOTORINGMODE
Steady state tests were run at constant motor speed and variable motor
torque loading by operating the RLS as a conventional dynamometer. Motor
speed was held constant by the speed control loop of the RLS and torque was
varied in discrete steps by the accelerator potentiometer in the controller.
Test motor speeds varied from 35.6 to 785.3 rad/sec (340 to 7500 rpm) and the
motor torque loads were varied to 70.6 Nm (625 in-lb).
The test results are shown as a family of characteristic curves for each
parameter. The following parameters presented in figures 65 to 70 are as fol-
lows: motor controller combined efficiency, motor voltage, motor current, bat-
tery current, inverter output frequency, and slip frequency.
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APPENDIXD
STEADYSTATETEST RESULTS- CONSTANTORQUE
Regeneration mode. - Steady state regenerative mode tests were run with
the RLS operated as a conventional dynamometer. Direct current power for the
controller and motor system was obtained from a battery supply that was ini-
tially conditioned to a 40-percent state-of-charge level. Negative torque
loading was held constant at discrete levels over a torque range of -16.9to
-59.3 Nm (-150 to -525 in-lb). Motor speed was varied over a speed range of
161 to 785 rad/sec (1540 to 7500 rpm), Regeneration of the functional model
controller is ineffective at motor speeds less than 161 rad/sec (1540 rpm).
Motor controller efficiency. - A composite set of curves of combined motor
controller system efficiency as a function of motor speed for the above range
of negative torque loads is shown in figure 71. This set of curves shows the
same inflection in the efficiency Curve at light loads that was obtained in
the motoring mode (see appendix B) over the controller's transition interval
from PWMto quasi-square wave operating mode. The individual efficiency curves
overall are in agreement with the efficiency curves for the motoring mode of
motor operation shown in appendix B.
Family of curves. - Characteristic families of curves for the individual
parameters are shown in figures 72 to 78. The following parameters are pre-
sented: motor shaft power in kilowatts, motor voltage, motor current, battery
current, battery voltage, battery power, and slip frequency.
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TABLE I. - INSTRUMENTLIST
Test parameter Symbol Instrument Range
Batteryvoltage VB FlukeDVM, rms 0-200 V
Motor voltages:
Lines I-2 VM(I-2)
Lines 2-3 VM(2-3)
Lines 3-I VM(3-1)
Batterycurrent IB Coaxialshunt and flukeDVM, rms 250 amps, rms
Motor currents:
Phase l(,_l) IM-l
P[ase_}$_I IM-2Phase IM-3
Batterypower: PB Clark-Hessewattmeter Varieswith shunt
Inverteroutputpower:
Phase l PI-l
Phase 2 PI-2
Phase 3 PI-3
Inverteroutputfrequency fl SpecialD/A circuit 0-300 Hz
Motor slip frequency fSL SpecialD/A circuit 0-I0 Hz
Motor rotor frequency fMR Lebow torque/speedmeter 0-800 rpm and 0-300 Hz
Motor outputtorque TQM Lebowtorquemeter 0-1000in-lb
Vehiclewheel torque TQV Lebow torquemeter 0-9000 in-lb
Motor shaftspeed SM Lebow torque/speedmeter 0-8000rpm
Vehiclewheel rotationalspeed SV Lebow torque/speedmeter O-lO00rpm
Commutatingcapacitortemperature TI-CAP Thermocouple 200° F
Inverterinternaltemperature(ambient) TI-AMB 200° F
Motor temperature TM-I 400° F
Motor temperature TM-2 400° F
Motor temperature TM-3 400° F
TABLEII. - SCHEDULED
Time, Speed, Time, Speed, Time, Speed,
sec mph sec mph sec mph
0 0 25 43.31 91 19.00
l 2.56 26 43.93 92 15.83
2 5.12 27 44.49 93 12.67
3 7.68 28 45.00 94 9.50
4 I0.24 29 45.00 95 6.33
5 12.80 30 45.00 96 3.17
6 15.36 -- 97 0
7 17.79 75 45.00 a98 0
8 20.08 76 45.00 99 0
9 22.24 77 45.00 lO0 0
lO 24.28 a78 45.00 ........
ll 26.20 79 43.53 120 0
]2 28.01 80 42.33 12l 0
13 29.72 81 41.33 a122 (b)
14 31.34 82 40.40 !
15 32.85 83 39.53
16 34.27 84 38.73
17 35.60 a85 38.00
18 36.85 86 34.83
19 38.01 87 31.67
20 39.09 88 28.50
21 40.08 89 25.33
22 41.00 90 22.17
23 41.85
24 42.61
aDenotestransitionpointsfrom one mode to
another(i.e.,accelerationto cruise,etc.).
bRepeatedcycle startingat 9 sec.
TABLE III. - SCHEDULEC
Time, Speed, Time, Speed, Time, Speed,
sec mph sec mph sec mph
0 0 21 30.00 54 2.89
l 2.65 -- a55 0
2 5.31 37 30.00 56
3 7.97 a38 30.00 57
4 I0,60 39 29.19 58
5 13.05 40 28.45 59
6 15.28 41 27.89 60
7 17.33 42 27.40 --
8 19.18 43 26.98 78 0
9 20.89 44 26.59 79 0
lO 26.98 78 26.27 a80 (b)
II 23.83 46 26.00 J
12 25.08 47 23.11
13 26.21 48 20.22
14 27.20 49 17.33
15 28.07 50 14.44
16 28.82 51 II.56
17 29.45 52 8.67
al8 30.00 53 5.78
19 30.00
20 30.00
aDenotestransitionpointsfrom one mode to
b another(i.e.,accelerationto cruiseetc.).Repeatcycle startingat 9 sec.
TABLE IV. - SCHEDULEB
Time, I Speed, Time, Speed, Time, Speed,
sec I mph sec mph sec mph
t
0 I 0 21 20.00 51 0
l 1.67 22 20.00 52 0
, 3.35 ........
3 I 5.03 36 20.00 70 0
4 I 6.71 a37 20.00 71 0
5 _ 8.28 38 20.00 a72 (b)
6 I 9.78 39 19.20
7 'If.06 40 18.60
8 112.28 a41 18.20
9 I 13.40 42 18.00
lO I14.43 43 14.40
II I 15.36 45 7.20
12 I16.20 a46 3.60
13 I 16.97 47 0
14 I17.65 48 0
15 l 18.26 49 0
16 1 18.80 50 0
17 I 19.26
18 I19.66
al9 i20.00
20 i20.00
aDenotestransitionpointsfrom one mode to
another(i.e.,accelerationto cruiseetc.).
bRepeatcycle startingat 9 sec.
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Figure18.-Motorexcitationfrequencyasfunctionftime
forSAE-J227ascheduleD cycle.Gearratio,8.22.
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Figure19.- Motorlinevoltageasfunction of timefor SAE-
J221ascheduleDcycle. Gearratio, 8.22.
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Figure20.-Motor controller systemefficiencyasfunction
of timefor SAE-J227ascheduleDcycle. Gearatio,
8.22.
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" Figure21.- Motorefficiencyasfunction oftimefor SAE-
J22/ascheduleD cycle. Gearratio, 8.22.
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Figure22. - Inverterefficiencyasfunctionof timefor SAE-
J227ascheduleD cycle.Gearratio,8.22.
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Figure23. - Energyrequirementasfunction of timefor SAE-J227asched-
uleD cycle.Gearratio, 8.22.
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Figure24.-Effectofsupplyvoltageonm torspeedresponseforSAE-
1227ascheduleDcycle.Gearratio,8.22.
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Figure25. - Effectof supplyvoltageonmotorcontroller effi-
ciencyfor SAE-J227ascheduleD cycle.Gearratio, 8.22,
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Figure 26. - Motor speed as function of time for maximum vehicle accel-
eration to 88.5 km/hr (55 mph ). Gear ratio, 8.22; battery terminal
voltage, 120 V.
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. Figure 27. - Motor current as function of time for maximum
vehicle acceleration to 88. 5km/hr (55 mph). Gear ratio,
8.22; battery terminal voltage,120V.
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Figure28. - Slipfrequencyasfunctionoftimefor maximum
vehicleaccelerationto 88..5kmlhr (55mph).Gearratio,
8.22; batteryterminalvoltage.120V.
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Figure29.- Motortorqueasfunction oftimefor maximumvehicleaccel-
erationto88.5km/hr (55mph). Gearratio, 8.22; batteryterminal
voltage,120V.
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Figure30.-Motorshaftpowerasfunctionftimeformaximum
vehicleaccelerationto88.5km/hr(55mph).Gearratio,8.22;
batteryterminalvoltage,120V.
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Figure31.-Batterycurrentasfunctionftimeformaximum
vehicleaccelerationto88.5km/hr(55mph).Gearratio,
8.22;batteryterminalvoltage,120V.
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Figure32. - Effectofpowersourceson motorspeedasfunctionoftime
responsefor SAE-J227ascheduleDcycle.Gearatio,8.22.
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Figure33. - Effectofpowersourcesoninverterefficiencyfor
SAE-J227ascheduleDcycle.Gearratio, 8.22.
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Figure34. - Effectofpowersourceson d.c. inputvoltage
for SAE-J227ascheduleD cycle.Gearratio, 8.22,
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Figure35. - Voltagecurrent characteristicof batterysupply
for SAE-J227ascheduleDcycle. Gearratio, 8.22i battery
supply'sinternal impedance(Zint), 0.10ohm.
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Figure36.-EffectofpowersourcesonmotorvoltageforSAE-
J22/ascheduleD cycle.Gearratio,8.22.
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Figure37. - Effectofpowersourcesonmotorshaft powerfor
SAE-J221ascheduleD cycle.Gearratio, 8 22.
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Figure38.-/VlotorspeedasfunctionftimeforSAE-J227aschedules
B,C,andD.Gearratio,8.22.
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Figure30.-MotortorqueasfunctionftimeforSAE-J22/aschedules
B,C,andD.Gearratio,8.22.
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Figure40. - Batterycurrent asfunctionof timefor SAE-
.1227aschedulesB, C, andD. Gearatio, 8.22.
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Figure41.- Motorshaftpowerasfunctionof timefor SAE-
J227aschedulesB, C, andD. Gearratio, 8.22,
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Figure42.- Motorcontroller systemefficiencyasfunction of
timefor SAE-J227aschedulesB andC. Gearratio, 8.22.
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•Figure43. - MotorspeedasfunctionoftimefortwogearratiosforSAE-
J227ascheduleBcycle.
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Figure44. - Motortorqueasfunctionoftimefor twogearratiosfor SAE-
J227ascheduleBcycle.
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Figure45. - Motorcurrent asfunctionof timefor twogear
ratiosfor SAE-J227ascheduleBcycle.
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Figure46. - Batterypowerasfunctionof timefortwogear
ratiosfor SAE-J227ascheduleB cycle.
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Figure47.-Motorcontrollersystemefficiencyasfunctionf
time for twogearratiosfor SAE-J227ascheduleB cycle.
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Figure48.-Capacitor,inverterambient,andmotortemperaturesasfunctions
oftimeinPWM operatingmode.Motorshaftpower,15hp;motorspeed,
2500rpm.
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Figure49.- Capacitor,inverterambient,andmotortemperaturesas functionsof timein
quasi-squarewaveoperatingmode.Motorshaftpower,15hp; motorspeeds,6000rpm.
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Figure50.-ScheduleDdrivingcycle.Acceleration,0to45mph,28sec;45mphconstant,50sec;coast,7sec;brake,12sec;
rest, 25sec.
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Figure 51. - ScheduleC drivingcycle.Acceleration,0 to 30mph,18sec; 30mph
constant,20sec; coast,8 sec; braketo0mph, 9 sec; rest, 25sec.
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Figure52.-ScheduleB drivingcycle.Acceleration,0to20mph,19sec;20mph constant,
19sec;coast,4sec;braketo0mph,5sec;rest,25sec.
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Figure53. - Roadloadcharacteristicofvehicletorqueasfunctionofvehiclero-
tationalwheelspeed.Gearratio,8.22i tire radius_O.267m(0.875ft); zero
grade;batteryterminalvoltage,I20V.
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Figure54. - Roadloadcharacteristicofmotortorqueasfunctionofmotor
speed.Gearratio, 8.22; tire radius,O.267m(0.875ft); zerograde;
batteryterminalvoltage;120V.
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Figure55.- Roadloadcharacteristicofmotorshaftpoweras
functionofvehiclerotationalwheelspeed.Gearatio,
8o221tireradius,0.267m(0.875ft)i zerogradeibattery
terminalvoltage,120V.
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Figure56.- CombinedmotorcontrOllerfficiencyasfunctionofmotorspeedforconstant
loadtorque.SimulatorSupply.
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Figure 57. - Current and voltage wavefonns illustrating transition from PWM to quasi-square wave operation. Upper traces denote current waveform; lower
traces denote voltage wavefor m.
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Figure58.- Steadystatecharacteristicofinverter
efficiencyasfunctionof motorspeedfor constant
motortorque.Motortorque,34Nm(300in-lb).
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Figure59. - Steadystatecharacteristicof motoreffi-
ciencyasfunctionof motorspeedfor constant
motortorque.Motortorque,34Nm(300in-lb).
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Figure60. - Steadystatecharacteristicof battery
powerasfunctionof motorspeedforconstant
motortorque.Motortorque,34Nm(300in-lb).
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Figure61.- Steadystatecharacteristicof batterycurrentas
functionof motorspeedfor constantmotortorque.Motor
torque,34Nm(300in-lb).
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Figure62.-Steadystatecharacteristicofmotorvoltageas
functionfmotorspeedforconstantmotortorque.Motor
torque,34Nm (300in-lb).
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Figure63. - Steadystatecharacteristicof motorcurrent as
function of motorspeedfor constantmotortorque.Motor
torque,34Nm{300in-lb).
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Figure64.-Steadystatecharacteristicofslipfrequencyas
functionfmotorspeedforconstantmotortorque.Motor
torque,34(Nm(300in-lb).
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Figure65. - Steadystatecharacteristicof motorcontroller Figure66.- Steadystatecharacteristicof motorvoltageas
efficiencyasfunction of motortorquefor constantmotor functionof motortorquefor constantmotorspeeds.
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Figure67.- Steadystatecharacteristicof motorcurrent as Figure68. - Steadystatecharacteristicof batterycurrent as
functionof motortorquefor constantmotorspeeds(SM). function of motortorquefor constantmotorspeeds.
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Figure69. - Steadystatecharacteristicof inverter frequency Figure70. - Steadystatecharacteristicof slipfrequencyasa
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Figure71.- Gould-Eatonsystemof motorcontrollerefficiencyasfunctionof
motorspeedatconstantnegativeloadtorques.Regenerationmode.Battery
simulatorsupply.
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Figure72. - Steadystatecharacteristicofregenerationmode.
Motorshaftpowerasfunctionofmotorspeedfor constant
negativemotortorque.
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Figure73.-Steadystatecharacteristicofregenerationm de.
Motorvoltageasfunctionfmotorspeedforconstantega-
tivemotortorque.
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Figure74.-Steadystatecharacteristicofregenerationm de.
Motorcurrentasfunctionfmotorspeedforconstanteg-
ativemotortorque.
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Figure75, .-Steadystatecharacteristicof regeneratignmQde,_
Batterycurrent asfunctionof motorspeedfor constant
negativemotortorque.
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Figure76.- Steadystatecharacteristicof regenerationmode. Figure77.- Steadystatecharacteristicof regenerationmode.
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silicon controlledrectifier(SCR) power semiconductorsand microprocessor-
based logic and controlcircuitry. The controllerwas developedby Gould Lab-
oratoriesunder a Lewis contractfor the Departmentof Energy'sElectricand
Hybrid Vehicle program.
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